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IHTBODUCTI,)N.

Introduct.ion'.

we~e

Wh!1:e democracy was developing, while men

seeking to reform natiorialpolitlcs and t() find some means
by which the people might be repres'ented Justly in the govern- .
ment, a new movement entered",lnto literature to give it a
broadened scope and a deepenedmeaDing.

This was

thephile'l~}

osophical movement, ... at times s.trongly -influenced by a metaphysical spirit, which often "not only prescribed the form of
poetry, but furnished it w"1th its elements".
. of English Li tera ture, p. 87).
meaning of life?

(Taihe,

The qU8'stions, What Isthe

What is lIUtn, and wba t is his

PU~P088

In the

world? turned the thoughts of men inward upon their own souls
to find, if possible, the an••ers.
was recognized as

The Question,

·a moral one;. "it is the question which IlOSt

interests every man, and with which,' in someway or, other, he
is perpetually occupied".

(Arnold,_Essays in Crit'lciam,

,

As a result, the habits of intr"ospection and of profound
tation

charact~rized

the poets of this period, and it

for Wordswor9-, ,as the chief representa tlve of this

n....,,,,,;;a,:"'!!'i!;:,'

relmalflriil.~f

mew·~move.

ment, to estalJiish a name and place for himself unlike that
of any other English poet.
In this paper, then, it Is my purpose to examine
Wordsworth's position as a ph~losophic poet and to show that
this position does not rest upOn the dry dust of a

ftscientlfl~

a.
system of thought".

By tracing the development of his love

f

for Nature ·through his childhood, his youth, and his mat.1ty,
I wish to present WorQ.sworth' s wholly new and individual view
ofN~ture,

which forms the basis nor. his unique position.

Further,. I desire to show how, through the influenoe of Nature,
)

he was brought to that love and sympathy for mankind,

th~t

br0ad comprehension of the workings of man's mind, whlch make
him, in the truest sense, a phIlosophical poet for those who
. approach him with "a seeing eye and an und~rstanding heart" •
•

,

,~,'

CHAPTER L.

WORDSWORTH'S POSITION AS AOPOET.

~"

Wordsworth's Position as a Poet.
Before we consider the posit:ionwhich Wordsworth
mal1lhtainsas a poet, let us see,first, in what light Word ....
worth regards a poet and a~poet ·sresponsibilltlea.Although
endowed with greater sensibilit!es, a greater understanding,
and Ita more comprehensive soul" ,(Lyrical Ballads, p. 237) than
the average person, what 'is a poet, after all, but a man whose
realm is

manspeaklng to men" (Lyrical

~anklnd,-"a

p. 237).

Ballads,~

' Further, "to -:these' qua 11 ties the Poe t has added

a

disposi tion to be affected more than other men by absent thln8s't.~
~~:~

and "from practice he has acquIred a greater readiness and.

"':,

power in expressing what he thinks and feels, especially those
thoughts and feelIngs which, by his own choice, or from the
struct,ure of his

'O'1fJt

mind, arise in him, wi thout immediate

external" excitement". , (Lyrical Ballads, pl· 237).

The poet's

" wish is "to bring his feelings near to those oftheper-s:<m.
whose fee lings he

d~scribefi ,

nay, for short spaces

haps, to let himself step in'to an entire
confound

a~d

It was his

identify his

~n

QIQl

ortlm~.'

delusl')n~

:feelIngs wIth their'S (p.

purpose as a poet, '1'orosworth tells us ,"to

follow the fluxes and refluxes

or

the mind when agita ted~;~b";:th.

great and simple affections 9f our nature" (p. 229) in ,langua.ge
tineal" to the language of men", (p. 232.), and "to illustra te the
.mannerin which our

feeli~g$

of excitement" (p.229J.

and ideas are associated in a state

5'.

He, does not choose his characters from allong the
demi-gods and heroes of histoI7and' :romance; nedther does he
sing of court life an4

o~urt

figures, with all the ceremonial,

artificial environment surroun(1ing them •. Instead, he ptte sen tt,
to us as his heroes, liVing children, women, and men from
humble rustle life.

In the

lif~

of the

p~asant,

Wprdsworth

feels that the true dignity' of manhood is m0re ap~arent, and
"

that its develop.Jent Is .more ce~tain tb&,n it is in the life
of the courtier, because there "t,he essential passions
hea·rt find a betj)er "soil In which they can attain their
maturity, are less under restraint, and speak a plainer
more emphatic language".

(Lyrical Ballads~ p. 226).

He

and understands the sturdy peasant folk; he makes no attempt
to anatomize the structure ,of the human mind or heart, but by
watching closely the simple people among whom he walked
both old and

you:pg,-~

dailY-~

he does observe with remarb,ble S1Jnpath,.

and knowledge their ways, thoughts,-and emotions.
interest he notes the diverse manifestations
and "passions of the heart", and records his
that we can :understand.

ButW,ordsworth has a

in writing than merely to port.l'&f'the trials, the j01s, the
thoughts, and the feellngsthat.- ape common to us all.

Words-

worth definitely announce! the task that he has undertaken
'and the theme of his work.

\

"

I>

6.
"

"On Man, on Na ture, and on Human Life,
Musingi.n soIl tude 10ft perceive
Fair trains of imagery before me ~lse,
Accompanied by feelings of delight
Pure, or with rio unpleasingj5adness mtxed,
And I am con~clous of affecting thoughts
And dear remembrances, Whosept'esenee, seothes
Or elevates the Mind, intent tow4igh
The good and evil of our mortal state.
-- 'l'o these emotions, whe'neesoe t er they come,
Whetheri'rom breath of outward 'circumstance,
Or fDODl the Soul-- an imw1se to herself-I wouldg1ve utterance in numerous verse •

•'

*'

•

*

Of the individual Mind that keeps her oWn
Inviole. te . retirement, subject there
To Conscience only, and,the law supreme
,
Of that Intelligence which governs all-I sing--' 'fit audience let me find, though few! '"
,
'(ReMuse)
He does mGre, h'owever, than s imply announce his theme.

He

insists aga.1n and again that- "the discerning intellect of
Man, when wedded to this goodlyuntverse in love and holy
passion" (Recluse, lines 52-54)
region of my song'"

(li~e

41).

is "mY,haunt, and the main
After

sea~~hing

the mysterious

~:~),.

depth~ of his

'.

'6Wrl

impulses and expe!'iences ,WOrd~~orth is ~c

- .
,

convinced that man has within himself all the elements

-.
...- " : ",

.

!~~

nec:es.•'a~1;~
'..
<~;·t

to perfect his life. if only he will follow Ha ture,

steadfastl~\'~"

as his guide, so that' she may 'ShOW him how to learn thegrea.t
lesson of living.

His "high argument" (line 71) 1s to show

"How exquisitely the indlYidual mind.
*'
*
To external Worlds
Is fitted:-and how exquisitely, too-'Theme this but littlehear4 of among men-The external World is fitted to the Min,d."
, (Rec luse, lines' 6a-oo)

.7.

Here is a subject, then, to inspire a true poet

•

to the noblest poetry!
~'

Therefore, we

~ust

believe that

Wordsworth is not interested in Nature primarily for Nature's
sake.

He is not a simple,
naivec'poet who, becaus'e he is a.'~~i'.. '
,

'.

. "-,

enthusiastic naturalist, Wri tee about the buds,' the fl.owers,
the beauty, 'and the wonder of Nature.
things is, .in Wordsworth, a different

The love of natural
feelln~

from the

attra.~

tion which other poets; previous to him and in his own day,
I

'

felt toward Nature.

His profound

and original conviction is

.'

that between man and nature exists a harmonious consciousness,
.

'

.. ~

a mystic inter-dependence and strength.
him, in ways without number, faSCinating and mvsterious
into the apparently im?enetrable depths of things.

Although

he rejoices in the sprightly, dancing daffodils, in the rich
gold of their color, the wealth that

~his

happy host of flowers

brings to him 'is ''lot purely the traBsitory feeling of pIe.sure
.

at the pretty

s~ght;

his cause for rejoicing lles in this f-.et:

"Oft, when on my couch I lie. . .
In vacant or in pensiv~ mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
,Which Is the bliss ,of sol1t~e. tf
(I waM~~,Lo~J" A~ a Cloud}
4ee;

l Thoughts

1;1/·-

•

too deep for tears he . finds in Nature's poorest,

most unattractive blossom, and
.,

"One impulse from a ve.rnal wood
May teach you more·of'.lIlf.lll
Of moral evil and of g~~
Than all the sages ••ft.",
('!'he !abl•• :.Tume4)

Thus, it was Wordsworth's special mission to interpret
" rather than

x..

~to

describe, and he dedicated
his life to show
\
,

ho... "the life of the'-human sp1ri t interprets the life of
Na ture" •

(Dowdlm, Introduction to WOl'dswortlh f s Poems).
We cannot doubttha t Word"worth was keenly aware,

of a deep sense of consecration to his task.

He has a trust

to fulfill, a message to proclaim, which he feels is of divine
inspiration.

The poet, even as

~he

prophet, possesses a gift

of Heaven, a "sense that fits him to perceive Objects unseen
bef ore". (Pre lude, XIV-, 303).

As a prophe t of Na ture, tnen,

V. and' as a teacher, above all else, Wordsworth would speak
"A lasting inspiration," sanctified
By reason, blest by faith: what we have loved,
Others will love, and .e will teach them how;
Instruct them how the mind -of man becomes
A thousand times more beautiful than the earth
On which he dwell."
(Prelude, XIV, 445)
.
.
"What Wordsworth did was to deal with themes that
had been partially handled by precursors and contemporaries

~

in a larger and more devoted spi~it, with;·. wider amplitud& oil
illustration, and with' the steadfastness and persistency of a
re ligious teacher".

(Morley, Introduction to Wordsworth t s P~nt$)~

He, himse If , . Had no tea.chers save Na ture and the power of

D- • tranquil

contempla tion~ w'bich enabled him to make "his powerful

and beautiful application on ideas to life".

(Arnold, Essays

in CriticisM, "Wordsworth".,p. 138). Therefore,

if"e_:.Q~ept

Wordsworth t S self-expressed

desire to be considered a8 a teacher or as nothing, we must

Q.

believe that he has a philosophy, - a very noble one,- which
urges hirnon and justIfIes hIs desire.

Mr Arnold rebukes the

Wordsworthians for praising Wordsworthts system of phIlosophy
and his scientific system of theught.

He tells us that"his

poetry is the reality, his philosophy,- sofaI', at leas't as it
may put on the form and habit ot a

'scientif~c

~~,~

system Gf

thought', and the more that it puts them on,- Is the illusion."
(Arnold, Essays iE cri tleIsm; . "Wordsworth", p. l48}.

If, b1

this statement, <Arnold means that Wordsworth determined' ~to
clothe in verse an ordered system of philosophy and scientific
~.

thought which he would thrust upon 'us, then I'agree-wlth
Arnold tha t the less emphasis placed :.vpon such a mechanical
procedure, the better.

Such a system would be only for the

few, not for man as a whole!

TO,me, however,

~ordsworth's

philosophy goes deeper than a formal, SCientifically arranged
system.

It is impossible for me to believe that, in the

, brooding medi ta tion which aharac terized his life, in his profound reflections on man and nature, he could escape being a
philosophic poet; nor do I think that he could have
on life as he did without that philosophy.

~itten

Arnold asserts that

Wordswerth'ssuperiortty to other poets lies in the fact that
"he deals with more of life than they do,; he deals with life,
as a whole, more powerfully".

This fact, I think, entitles

him to be called a philosophic poet.
plain living 'and
philosophy,

lof~y

He has earned it by his

thil!king,- not by hie system of

In writing his best poetry of life, "Nature

herself Beems
write

fo~him

**

to take the pen out of his hand, and to

with her own bare, sheer, penetrating po_er."

Arnold, Essays 'in Critici,!m, "Wordsworth", p. 158).
is Nature's undisputed role to comfort, to heal, to

Since it
strength~n,

t7'and to guide, Nature and philosophy are inseparably bound
together; therefore, Wordsworth's poetry must be philosophical.
In his own life hJs philosophy enabled him to be true, above
everyt!'ling else, to himself and his convictions, and it taught
him the great lesson daf "living, not for things temporal, but
// for things eternal".
"We .ill grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind;
In the primal sympathy
Which having been must ever be;
In the soothing thoughts that spring
Out of huinan suffering;
In faith that looks through death
In years that bring the philospphic mind".
(Ode. Intimations of Immortality.)

-

CHAPTER II.
WORDSWORn!Ht,S

FEELING TOWARD .NATURE

IN HIS CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH.

Wordsworth's Fee lin!' toward Nature
in His Childhood and Youth.

Fram my study of Wordsworth, I feel that upon his
new and individual, conception of Nature rests the basis of the
philosophy which characterized his poetry.
said that Wordsworth is not
. sake.

a

I have already
~.

poet of Nature for Nature's own

His genius "lay in detecting l'ia ture f s influences_ just
(

'~

at the point where they wel"e stealing unobsel"ved into /the

"

vep1,;;,:~:
~,'

Yt

essence. of the human soul~, (Hutton, Tordswol"th and
p. 218), and "in interpreting the living expNssions ofth()s"
influences.

Wordswol'blll, more than any other poet, stresses

the moral Influences that !fa ture brings to bear upon man's
/

sp~rit;

life and
as

we~l,

and in hisrecQgnition of her divine unfluence

he pere6ives that "it is in the p3Wer of Nature to

penetrate his spirit, to reveal hIm to h1m~el;t, to communlca.t,e
to htm divine instructions, to lift him into spirltual.lltt·· .
,

and ecs<tasy."
p. 22).

'"

"

,.

"~~'oG-~'),'

(Dawson, Literary Leaders of Modern El!SiaU~·r.

'To Wordsworth, Nature is

a. living, inspiring

pe'r8on';"~

ality, animated by a soulwhleh can ennoble man's nature and
elevate his soul by its,'contaot.

Confident that "Nature never'

did betray the heart that loved her", (Lines),
in her ministry.

he is content

She is

"The anchor of my pure s t th~ghts, th$ nurse,
The guide, the g\1ardlip o.tmy heart and-sovl,
Of all my moral ~~.~i!4.'"
(Lines)

·'12.
- ....

,

/

13
•
.'

This original view of .Nature was not a theory

,

that Wordsworth happened upon by accident tn hismaturlty.
It seens to me that such a view had to be; it appears. in
Wordsw9rth's

'case~

to'have grown up with him as he grew.

From his own account of his childhood, his youth, 'andhia
maturity, we o~n discover his teelings andhis·~ttitude in
each of tneae periods toward

11. tUl'8;

we can see that each of

these three stages has its own unitllthat all are different.
all are separate, and all are causally related.

Trul}"

.

in the case of Wordsworth 1
" the Child is father of thebn"
-.
From his earlies,t childhood, Nature exerted astr
unconscious influence over Him.,. He writes-

"I

*

*

Even then
held unconscious intercourse with beauty
Old as creation, drinking in a pure
Organic pl~asure fnom the silver wreaths
Of curling mist, or from the level plain
Of waters colored by impending clouds."

,-

_ fP..e_1u4~, -'-562)

. He cJbsorbed l'atu;'e without any cons.o1lou8 '~f'for.t.ot\:will,
this period was characterized by impressions -- aeMI.;
Wor.dBWorth calls them.-- and lack of thought.
of simply being, c.ombinedwl th.a total ignorance of
which fact
. influenced.

permi~ted

.t~;~

his ohl14 ..nature to be the more :t'eadI1)

In receiving tb,ese sensations, the chIld ie

passive, but it is a

passivl~y ~hat

is not helplessness •. Oni

the other habi, it is not the "wlse passiveness" of later
years, but has in its meanlngan implied activity which
results- in the "glad anImal movements" and "dizzy ra

-

-':

.-

. ,':-: "

"..0...:","

..

that Wordsworth tells us he experienced in his childhood.
In the Ode on Intimations of Immortality, Wordsworth asserts that the simple creedef childhood consists of
liberty

and.de~ight,

and certainly these formed the creed ot.

his own early adolescent years.

Again and again he remarks

on the perfect freedom of the period of his life, and the
~

pure, animal enjoyment that was his through his companionship
with the glad, exte.rnal things of Natut-e •

"lr'e know that when'

he was five years old, he r-ejolce4 in Nature like a little
savage, running wild among the_hills and woods, or making
"one long bathing ot a summer's day".

(Prelude, I, 289).

".

',<l

As a child he says he learned to love the sun because of' the
sheer beauty of sunrise and sunset on the hills and the
"achin~

joys" it caused him; for its purely physical charm, the

moon was also dear to him, and the blue gleaming river that

h_ .

flowed past his horne was- a tempting, much-loved playmate.
,

was free to scour the fields of san9. about his
-"through, r~owery groves. of yellow ragwort"
happiness.

.

He

or to 1-'1-

His blood" seemed to flow for

he tells us that he "breathed
The love of

~ature

with·~oyft.

waa, in this period of Words-

worth's life, a healthy appetite; at this time ev~ry changing .'
phase of Nature held a new interest and wonder for him.
"While ye t . a chi ld, w-1 th ~·.child' s eagerness
Incessantly to turn hfs.e~:r and eye
.
On all things whlctl, "the movIng sea_~!)n8 brought
To feed such appe~~e." .. ··(Excursion, I, 149)
"-"<':'

.:~

. :/~\~~

-.

L.L.

..-

-

.. ~~

.15 ..
Aga'in in Tlntern AbbeJ he repeats this thought.

* The tall rock,
and the deep and gloomy wood,
Their colors and their forms, were then to me
An appetite. 1t

*. *
"The mountain

The love that:Wordsworth felt for Nature as a child had
"no need 'of a remoter cparm by 'thought supplied, nem any
interest unborrowed from the eye" ..

(Tin~ern

Abbel).

What

we speak of in philosophy as the "eye sense" was then·the
.'

predominating faculty; thus ,Kature reached him entirely through
sensations or

which, growing in power as he

sense-impression~

approached the period of his youth, gradually awakened "gentle'
agitations of the mind", and aroused his mental activity.
"Oft amid those fits of vulgar joy
Which, through all seasons, on a Child's pursuits
Are prompt attendants, 'mid that giddy bliss
Which, like a tempest, works along the blood
And is forgotten; even then 1 felt
Gleams like tlul flashing of a shleld;- the earth
And common face of Nature spake to me
Rememberable things."
(Prelude, I, 581)
WoNsW'or.th, in. The Prelude, marks
his life as the beginning of his boyhood on youth, as' df~tinc .
from his childhood.

this time, the range of his boyish

~rom

sports increased; the forbidding, dIzzy crags of the m~untain8
which surrounded the IAke Beglon dared him to perilous ascents
. with a temptation as welcome .to him as it was insiste,ht.

The

(

sounding catarac.t a t this time haunted him

n like

a passion" .•

Thus among his _tt~ hilitl and val,leys he led a vigorous life
:~:'"

.

"

'.

-

of sport and activity suCh as any normai, healthy boy enl'oyed;

16.
bega~

but now he

to be conscious o:f a certafn sense of awe,

a feeling of something like mY'sterY' which Nature inspired in
him.

There 'does not seem to have been anything unnatural

or morbid in

th~s

feeling; it only reminds us how keenly

sensitive Wordsworth was to Nature, and how his boyish consciousness responded, although at !.he time in an unexplainable
•

way, to the
groves"..

sp~rit"that

oJ.

Vature, breathes among, the hills and

(Pre Iude, I, 281).
He experienced the, jOlTS ot nutting, riding"

skating, and swinuning~All the sports dear to boyhood he
shared in common with every whol,esome youth, deriving from:

.

them more enjoyment, possibly than

th~

average boy,-but.these

"coarser pleasures" .~lso served to develop that
awe, and to touch him with a

~everence

feel~ng

of

:for Nature surely and

:for all time •. The poem Nuttlni' besides describing vividlY'
"
that
enjoyable sport, gives us an .
instance
of ,how susceptible'
'
\

. /he was to the influence ofNa ture.- - It In eagerness of boyish
hope," 'l'ordsworth

t~lls

sallying forth."

(Nutting).

us, "I left our cottage-thresh(dd.
A boy does not go forth in

prese~tabl:e garments to gather nuts;" neither did this one:

* . '~
A fl~t-.quaint
" Tricked
out in proud disguise of cast off weeds,
Motley accoutrement., of power to smile
At thorns, and brakes, and brambles."
.
(Nuttin,s)
Quite characteristic of

boyho~

it is too, that he did not

immedia te ly begin to piok tl:le hazel nuts wtren he found the

:,-'

.

17. ".
place where they gre:vr;' but, tempted by the sparkling w:ater,
he rested for a bit
/.
?--

.

soones.

~rdth

his cheek on one of the cool, mossy

Then he plunged enthusiastically into his nut

gathering.

.

"Dragged to earth both branc,b and boughs, wi th craok
And merciless ravage; and the shady nook
Of hazels, and the green and mossy bower
Deformed ~nd, sullied, patiently gav-e Vp
Their quiet being. t t ·
.. (Nuttins.)
But in the midst of his exultation overtbe quiet wealth of
nuts he has gathered, he feels a sense of pain at.having
plundered a sacred s·pot; for in the soli tude, among those
silent trees, he is conseilous that "there
is a spirit in the
,
Woods fI!

(Nutting)
In the prelud!, we find sbiking examples of Nature's

curious ability to make her presepce known to the boy Wordsworth on the most unexpected occasions.

While still retaining

the "great birthright of our being", childhood's sensibility
to external Nature, Wordsworth became conscious
;

~adual11

of

~

,

a "plastic power", a "forming hand" within himself, whiCh
transferred to the objects of' Nature his own feelings,
them subjective and internal, instead of objective and
Take, for example, his description of how he spent one of hte
starlit nights on the hills, gleefully settin@ traps for woodcocks.

Hastening

expecta~tlyfrom

•
across birds entrapped
by anotber's
to steal them was irresistible;

snare to snare, he came
effo~ts,

and the temptation

But afterwards, when -he had

IS.

)
captured the prey that wa.s not rIghtfully his, he had heard
low brea things corning to him and "sounds of undistlngulshable
motion, stepsalrnost as .si1ent as the turf they trod."
{Prelude, 1, 325}.
Again, while hanging high on a slippery crag above
a raven's nest which he had se:!: out to rob, he was impressed
not by the fear of falling from h-is ' perIlous position but by
the curious sound of the wine in his

ea~s.

"With what strange utterance did the loud dry wind
BloW through my ear~ The sky seemed not a sky
Of earth -- and with -wha t motion moved the clouds!"
(Prelude, I, 338)
As a boy, Wordsworth seems to have responded to
anything which in its
disobedience.

accomp1ishrnen~

required an element of

Forbidden pleasures which he must obtain by

stealth attracted him as they do the average boy today, and
he rela tes

~vividly

his

one summer evening.

exp~riencewhile

rowing on tfue lake

We appreciate his "troubled pleasure'· as

he furtive ly unloosened a little boat that he found in a'"
rocky cave tied to a willow tree; we can hear the "vo'ice"
the mountain-echoes" as he tried unsuccessfully to push the
boat off shore without a sound.
unusually beautiful pi6ture, a

Then Wordsworth give us an
thin~

he does not always accom-

plish when he is interested chiefly in recording an experience
and not a"pure description,. He says:

"Leaving'* .behind'*

MJ.boa t moved on;
herattll, on--e-ither side,
Small circles gli tterolng idly in tJle moon,
Until they melted all. into one track
Of sparkling light."·
(Prelude~ I, 363)

I9.

)

Fixing his gaze on a craggy ridge, "the horizon's
utmost boundary", he set out to row

t~ward

,that. ridge as a

goal, rejoicing in his lusty strength and skill.

Suddenly,

from "behind that craggy steep" a strange apparition appeared.

* A huge peak, black and
"As it* with voluntary
power instinct,

huge,

1ts head. I struck and struck again,
And growing still in stature, the grim shape .
Towered up between me a:nd the stars, and stili,
For so it s~emed, with purpose ot it. -.wn
And measured motion like a l1ving thing
Strode after me."
(Prelude, I, 378)
Uprea~ed

Frightened, trembling, Wordsworth

t~ttned

and rowed back over

the silent water to the place where he had found the boat.
if

ThEm he went home, grave and pondering, and for many days he
was a;"l8.re'" of a dim and undetermined sense of unknown modes
of being".

(Prelude,I, 392).
On still another occasion, Nature intervened with

one of her phenomena to make him
cold,

cleareve~ing,

~eel

her mystic power.

One

Wordsworth and-some of his bor companIons,

rejoicing in the keen, frosty air, strapped on their

s~ates,

and on "the polished ice", skimmed l1ke spirited horses througb
the crisp twilight.

The precipices and the distan.t hills sent

their echoes to mingle wlththedin of happy voices and the
clatter of steel.

ThenWorosYlorth, as he often dld,when with

a crowd, left his companions, and alone on a slaent bay
. attempted
"To cut across the 're.tlex of'Q s"b8:r
That fled, and, flying still before me, gleamed
Upon the glassy pl~ln.·
(Prelude, I, 450)

.

.,.'.-

.

20.

With the

sWlftmo~on

of skating, the shadowy banks of the

bay whirled spinning by as he swept along; but suddenly he
stopped short, and'then a strange thing/happened.

The cliffs

continued wheeling past him, as if the earth were moving
around with a visible motion!

Wondering, he watched until

gradually the movement ceased· and "all was tranquIl as a
dreamless. sleep".

(Prelude, I, 463).

By these means Nature

made her presence known to Wordsworth, and

*
*'
through many a year
Haunting me thu~ among my boyl~h sports
On caves and trees, upon the woods and hills
Impressed,upon all lorms,- the characters of
Danger or desIre."
(Prelude, 1, 468)

".

•

Thus, in his youth, disciplined by fear as well as love of
Nature, Wordsworth could say:
"Fair seed-time had my soul, and I grew up
Fostered alike by beauty and by fear."
(Pre lude, I, 301)
He had felt the

~er

of Nature within him. and was now

prepared
t'By his intense conceptions to receive
Deeply the lesso~ deep of love which he,
Whom Nature,by Whatever means, had tau~ht
To feel intensely, cannot but rec61ve.
(Excursion, I, 193)
l

We find, then, that by degrees the ,joyous,

V

unthinking animal activities of his childhood days lost their
charm for him; in this period of youth, as his mind was begin. nlng to develop and the powap'of'thought was awakened, Nature.
dominated his life-- she beeameall in all to him.
eighteenth year,

hetell~l!s

Before his

that "he was o'erpowered

2a..
Na ture " •

(Excul'S :!lOD, .I, 282).

"Thus whi-le the days flew by, and the years
passed on,
From Na tUre and her overflowing s.ou 1
'I had received so much, that all my
thoughts
(Prelude, II, 396)
Were steeped in feeling."

--Since Wordsworth had not yet come into. maturity,

the age of

Reason, Imagination, which is the keynote of the unifying
principle of his life and work in his manhood, still slept,
Fancy, "Nature's secondary power", by Which term Wordsworth
means the mixing of the ob.jective with the subjective, colored
the world about him in his youth with the glamour and mislead!ng,;:
".

hues of his own fee lings.
"To every na tural form, rock, fruit, or flower,
Even the loose stones that cover the b~3hway,
I gave a m~ral life: I saw them feel,
Or linked them to some feeling: the great mass
Lay bedded in a quickening soul, and all
Tha t I behe Id' respired with inward meaning."
(Prelude, III, 127)

He says:
"I had a wor'ld about me-- J.twa.s my own;
I made i\, for it only livea in me."
.
(Prelude, III, 141)

--

This world which he built around himself under
the enthralling sovereignty of Nature was an !nevitable and
a vital one at this particular

s~ge

of his life;

through it

he was able to mount "to community with highest truth" when
in maturity, under the domination ,of thought, the "open eye
of Reason" converted it into

8.

real and ordered universe.

CHAPTER III.
NA TURE IN WORDSWORTH '$ MANHOOD:
UNITY BETWEEN NATURE AND MAN.

Nature in Wordsworth's Manhood:
Uqity between Nature and Man.

In the early years of Wordsworth's

manhood, the

revolutionary movement was developing in France, and' now
Wordsworth transferred tha passionate and absorbing interest'
with which he had regarded Nature to the political affairs of
France.

With the blood of the Oumberland dalesmen in his veins",

he was, literally speaking,' a born democrat;

for the dalesmen

in this region maintained.a sturdy independence and a perfect
equality in all their relations with each other that fOfpterec1
such a spirit.

From the very first, Wordsworth was intensely

affected by the Revolution; and now with all the ardor and
zest of his liberty-loving natu1"e he flung himself into the
cause.

Topolltic~l

Now, their
for hin.

solut~on

With

Po.

problems he had

a~ways

been indifferent.

became a real and engrossing experience

faith that was too' sanguine and optomlstic,

.

he foresaw only a glorious, triumphant outcome for

theReVe~u~.

tion, and the sweeping away of the evil and horror of the 01<1.
,

regime.

The belief in human perfectibility possessed him; .

hopes for a world-wide regeneration ofJ ideas and institutions>'
\

"

filled his heart, and he eagerly awaited the day that
"Should see the people having a strong hand
In framing their own 'lawai.hence better days
To all mankind."
(Prelude IX, 530)

23.

.....

,.--"

24.
Cheered by the outlook of affairs after his first
visit to France, Wordsw0rth returned to Paris where the subsequent developments utterly demolished his hopes and filled
his soul with grief and despair.

His spirit sickened at the

madness and the oarnage of the Reign of Terror.

Th~ t

Eng1an~,.l:'

his country, Should take up arms against the }t'!'encb Republic
confounded and shamed him;

*
'*
"Imaginatio~s,

and he was ove!'come
'b7 ··aattk

sense of woes to come,
Sorrow fo!' human kind, and pain of heart."
(Prelude

x,

328)

But the g!'eatest shock thit he suffe!'ed was the realization
that this war tor liberty and ideals, which so nearly coat
him 'his love for his native land, was turned by those very
advocates of freedom into a war for the conquest of weaker
peoples.
"But now, become oppressors in their turn f
Frenchmen had changed a war of selt-defense
For one of conquest, losing sight C?f all
Thich they had struggled for."_ (p'elude· XI, e06)
At first stubbornly resentful, attemptIng to hide
"the wounds of mortified presumption", he felt the absolute
need of something to save his faith in the goodness of human
nature and his trust in the whole framework of social and
political life.

And so in despe!'ation, to restore his hopes

and belief, he turned to Rationalism and abstract reasonings
of political philosophy.

~

"I summoned my best skill, and toiled, intent
To anatomize the frame of social life;
Yea, the whole body of society
Searched to its heart."
(Prelude, XI; 279)
But what mental chaos resulted from his efforts to drag "all,
precepts, judgments, maxims, creeds, like culprits to the
bar"!

(prelude, XI,

).

Convinced one moment, disbelieving

the next, 1:"ordsworth was wearied out and perplexed;
heart that had been tur-ned as1de

f~om

and "the

Natul'"e 1 s way by outward

accidents" was forced to abandon moral questions in despair.

.

At this period came
. Wordsworth 'slife.

th~

great.turning point in

At "his soul's last and lowest ebb", liis

s1ster Dorothy,' who understood his nature better than he under~
stood himself, brought him by her wise and gentle influence

.

to the conviction tha t he had a mission to fulfill, a message
to communicate to mankind.

Sh~

realized, when he did n9t,

that he was upfltted by i'4ature for participation in public
affairs, and with untiring devotion- she revealed to him his
own peculi*r power and encouraged him to develop it.

W'ot-ds ...·

worth tells us that she maintained fo!"' him a saving intercoupse with his true self.
"She in midst of all, perc~lved me" still
A Poet, made me seek beneath that name,
And that alone, mf office upon earth."
(Prelude, XI, 346)
.

She heilped him to renew that former communion with Nature,
whom he had thrust aside for other interes1;.s; and in Nature
he found healing and comfort.

Surrounded again by the

2Eh
,

mountains which he had loved as

a~youth

and by the simple

beauty and peace of the country, he regained

st~th

of spirit

and mind as

,'*

,t,

'* '
Ha ture' s se If ,
By all varieties of human love
Assisted, led me back through opening day
To those, sweet counsels between head and heart
Whence grew that genuine knowledge' fraught
with peace."
(Prelude, XI, 350)
,

,'.

Commun1.cmwi th Na tupe.as nolt' i"l'al1ght with a
different meaning for Wordsworth the man.

Having made the

.

acquaintance of evil, pain, andsorro.. during the years of the
Frence Revolution, he returned to Nature with his vision 'deep-'
ened and broadened, and his sensibilities more keen than before.'
Byron, his tempestuous, warring spirit in revolt against societf,'
also tUl"ned from his fellow man. to Nature, and in her wilder
and more turbulent aspects found an outlet for his own stormy
'emotions.

But such an attitude toward Nature served only to

aliena te Byron more e ample te ly from. the intefilests and'affa·ll's
.

of other men.

.

On the othel" hand,

~

a.'at.hQ,"ghj·Wo~s"f)~tll t sppl~

had been deepl,. l'lurt, tnd although the falseness of· men tio
t~elr

principles had caused him to suffer poignantly and had,'

strained 11is faith in both pl'inclples and men to the point
of breaking, still the consolat:1.en which Nature offered served
to bring him into a closer and a. more understanding relation
. wi th his fe 11011' men than before.
"For I have learned
To look on Na ture, not a8 in' the hour
Of thoughtless youth;' but hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity."
(Lines)

"Wordsworth lived with Nature, yet waged no angry, railing war
against society."

(Korley, Introduction, p. 11).

patiently and surely, Nature wrought in him "tranquil restoration" of the loved'objects and sensations of his
childhood and youth; but no'

l~nger,

as in his youth, did his

own moods and feelings color the familiar aspects of Nature.
"He does not take 'his moos to Nature and persuade hiinst\ If
that she reflects1t;

bu~'ii&'~06Jto

Nature with

and leaves her to create the mood in him.

an

open mind,

He does not ask her

to echo him; but he stands. docile'in her presence and asks to
be taught of her."
En~land,

p. 22).

(Dawson, Literary Leaders in Modern
That

~orld

ab0ut him was now inadequate.

which in his youth he had built
Like .orne great building, con-

structed,out'of the most enricbing, most enduring materials
according to a plan that. architecturally, ,"1as ornate, perhaps,
but inferior and unsound', Wordsworth had fashioned his youthful

wor~d

out of substantial stuff._ The"glad animal move-

ments" and the Joyousness of his childhood, the feelings

sensations of his boyhood, resulting 'from his close

.nlJ,-

:c'l

andconstant~~
.

"'.f-

touch with Nature, were in i"ts making, and they were imperisb"~i
able.

But the de'sign was faulty.

Fancy, which made up the

flimsy framework of the structure, weakened and gave way.
his maturity, with &l\,:altogether new plan ,drawn up by

In

~£!2'

he set about reconstructing, out of the same indispensable
materials, a real and harmonius world which had as its foundation the ur;tity existing between Nature and Man.

26.

As he adjusted himself to this new world and to
new phases ot thought and intel'ests, -he realized that to his
manhood Nature had intrusted the consummation of her plans
. for him.

In subduing hfm, he says, she

"Ha th dea It' wi th me as wi th a turbulent stream,
Some nurselihg of the mountains which she leads
Through quiet meadows, after he has leal'nt
His s.trenlhh, and had his triumph and his joy,
His despera te c')urse of tumult and of glee.
*
* * H e r deliberate Voice
Hath said: be mild; and cleave to gentle things,
Thy glory and thy happiness be there.

•

.

*

*

*

All that iQflamed thy infant heart, ~he love,
The longing, the ~ontempt, the undaunted quest,
All shall survive, though changed their office, all
Shall live, . . is not in their power to die."
.- .
. (Rec luse, I, '1:26)
~

Now we. recognize the. t the eager impulses, the passions of his
youthful days, and the distressing anxieties of his early
manhood were neither wasted nor without avail.

We find that

they remained, transmuted and exalted, to perfect his life
and work by their influence.

And so, instead of a world

harassed by ceas.eless strivings of his intellect ,.liiCh sought
"

in vain to make it conform to a system, Wordsworth

a world of peace.

~i

di8cove~

The mere wonder of living enthr8.l1edhla~

and he was now content to accept Nature's teachings as he -:'
contemplated her in "wise passiveness".
"Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect
Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things:~
We murder to dissect.
Enough ot Science and of Art;
Close up those barren leaves;
Come forth, and bring with you a heart
(The Tables Turned)
That watches and.recelves. tt
,

29.

Wordsworth's

hear~,

watching silently and reverent-

,

ly before-Naturels-maJestic presence, received in infinite
measure rich gifts from
period of

matu~ity,

h~r

"world 'Of ready WElalth".

In this

his vigilant, attentive attitude of heart

was accompanied by a resulting inv:oluntary alertness of his
sense perceptions;
by which

Natu~

and together they const'dtuted the means

instructed him.

"The eye - it cannot choose b\tt see;
Te cannot bid the ear be st111;
Our bodies feel, where'erthey be,
Against. or with our will.
Nor less I deem that there are Powers
Whlch of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise pass·iven~ss.

.~

..

Think you, 'mid all this mighty sum
Of things forever speak1ng,
That nothing-of itself will come,
But we must ''S't'.111 be seeking?"
.
(Expostulati~nd Reply)
Her "school sublime" was
"Not 'mid the World's vain objeets that enslave .
The free-born Soul - that World whose vaunted skill. "
In:selfish interest perverts the will,
Whose faotions· lead astray the wise and brave,Not there; but in dark wood and rocky cave,
And hollow vale which foaming. torrents fill
With omnipresent murmur as they rave,
Down their steep beds, that never shall be still:
Here, mightY'~ature!" .
(Composed While the Author was Engaged in 'frlting
a Tract Occasioned by the Convention of Glntra)
.

~hus

his eyes and ears were ever open, not, as

formerly, ho'!ever, with only the mere appetite for sight or
sound.

By consciously relaxIng his will and thereby increas!ng

.......

~.

: _, :.;;.. 'i ,.,:,
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his power to receive impress1ons, he watched or lIstened
until the' "Tisdom and Spirit of the universe", ,Nature's own
tranquil soul, seemed to steal

tmpe~eept1b11

to commune with and refresh his spirit.

into nis beIng

He felt as ,well,as

saw how beautiful things were.
"Frt.,'Nature doth emotion come, and moods
Ofca'lmness equally, are Nature's gift;
This .1s her glory. '
(Prelude, X,III, 1)
Nor did Wordsworth insist that Nature's educational
processes were for the mind and heart alone.

He was, confident

that by her precepts, Nature' could mould the physical appearance, and could impart to H.uman qualities and features the
distinguishing characteristics of her own animated personality.
In Three Years She GreW in Bun and Shower,

Wordsworth gives

us probably'the m9st complete statement of his theory that
contact with Nature has a formative influence on the physIcal
In this exquisite, somewhat ~ystical,p~em, Nature

being.

claims the child tu6y for her own, and is "both law and imPulse"
to her.

Under her instruction, Lucy shall reflect the grace

of moving clouds and bending trees in her movenents;
of the

swift~footed

the &g111

fawn shall be hers; and all "mute insen-

sate things" shall contribute their calm to her development.
"The stars of midnight shall be dear'
To her; and she shall lean her ear
In many a secret place
Where rivulets dance their wayward round,
And beauty born of murmuring sound
Shall pass into her face." .
(Three Years She grew in Sun and Shower)
"

31.

In She Was a Phantom of Delight, the perfect, lovable woman
was "nobly planned" by the skillful hand of itature.
"Her eyes as stars of Twilight fair;
LUte Twilight's, too, her dusky hair;
But a.ll thi;n@selse about her drawn
From May-tiine and the cheerful Dawn."
(She was a Phantom of

Deli~ht)

But if the fair and beautiful things of Nature
tend to impress their characteristic qualities upon man's
being, as he gives himself-over tp Nature's·teachings, so do
her wild and desolate aspects stamp upon him their dis-

.

tinguishing features, if he affronts the wise mandates of
the "grave Teacher, stern Preceptress".

In the wild', lawless,

unkempt creature, Peter Bell, we have just such a character.
Nature attempted, "through every changeful year", to find a
way to reach his heart.

Vainly she tempted him wi th soft, -

blue sky -- but he never felt its witchery!

She offered him

primroses, -- and .his nature refused to respond!
"A primro,se 'by the river's brim
.Ii yellow promrose was to him
And it was nothing more."

-------

(Peter Bell)

But although Nature could not touch his heart
nor move him to silent ecstasy by lovely forms _op' gentle
sounds, still one could recognize that Peter Bell anq she had
been together often~

He, after all, was Nature's child!

"A savage wildness round him bung'
As of a dweller out of d'oorsl
In his whole figure and his mien
A savage character was seenOf mountains and o£dreary moors.

32.

*
*in his cheek,
There *was a hardness
There was a hardness in his eye,
As if the man ~d ri~ed his face
In many a solitary place
Against the wind and open sky."
. (Petel:" Be 11 )
However, after a long and difficult struggle,
Na ture ree laims Peter Bell from, his wickedness.
"And now is Peter taug~t to feel
·That manis heart is a holy thing;
And Na ture ~ through a' 'world of dee. th
Breathes intb him a second breath,
More searching .U,4an the breath of spring. tt
(Pet.er Be 11)
In

~,

tpe savage and lawless or the irregular

aspects of Nalture caused a similar condi t·ion. in the mind of
the youthful soldier.

As a child, he had found the moon and

sun and streams his greatest joy; but later on, the scarletgleaming flowers,tqe fragrant

magnoli~s

of the tropics,

even the breezes ,that wove their own languor into his
thoughts, -him.

foster~d

low desires and dangerous impulses in

Also
"The wind, the tempest roaring high,
The tumult of a tropic sky,
Might well be dangerous food
For him, a youth to whom was given
So much of earth - so much of heaven,
And such impetuous blood."
(~) .

Since this "Youth of the green savannahs" delibe'rately
sought those things which degraded his better nature, whatever
"he found irregular in sight or sound" in the tropical regIons

~

-::

seemed to possess kindred impulses to his own, and to
justify the evil workings of his heart.

Thus does Nature

imfluence not for good those who disl'egar4 'her wise tute lage,
and who will not give themselves unreservedly to her kindly
discipline.
If we understand these powers that

Wordsworth .

ascrt!>es:to Nature as an educatOr- of man or a mou.lding influence upon him, I think we must feel that .the comparisons
which he draws' be,tween man's eharacteristic qualities and
Nature's do more than fulfull the customary requirements for
compa1"isons as mere figures ot speech. ' With that penetrating
gift of vision which he possessed, Wordsworth seemed to d1scern the actual kinship between Man and Nature, which swept
away the old lineBot- demarcation between the two.

When he

makes a comparison, we feel that the resemblance lies deeper
than a purely

e~tePnal

likeness.

For he does not recognize

Man as belonging "to a kingdom

disti~ct

but as a part· of Nature I s own

univ~rsal

and apart trom NatUJ;18,
kingdom.

Sincetthll.

men are spirits of the. earth, wrought upon by the elements

.

ft-om which they are compounded", (Walter Raleigh, wordsworth,
p. 187), we appreciate more fully than before the depth of
meaning his chance

comp~risons

cover.

The.happy freedom of

a child bespeaks a similar quality to be found in Nature.
"No fountain from its rocky cave
.E'er·tripped with foot so teeej
She seemed as happy as a'wave
That dances on the sea."
(The Two April Mornings)
The little six year old child possesses the same delicate,

perishable quality that characterizes a drop of morning dew.
"Thou art a dew-drop, which the morn brings forth,
I I I fitted to sustain unkindly shocks,
Or to be trailed along the soiling earth."
(~~G., Six Years Old)
As light and unexpected as;;whiffs of wind tha t just touch
and ever so sl"ghtly sway the field flowers on a meadow are
the playful sallies of another blithe little' girl of three
years.
tlLight &re, her sallies, *"
'II*'
Unthought-of, u~expected, as the stir
Of the soft breeze l'Utfling the meadow-flowers."
(Cbaracterlstic's of a Child Three
Years Old)
Again, Wordsworth points out the shy, retiring
nature of the Poet, which withdraws into itself as unobtrusively as

t~e

dew disappears in the heat of the noon-day.

"He is retired as noontide dew
Or fountain in a noon~day."
(Poet's Epitaph)
l

. This same poet speaks, and the tinkling, sparkling melody
of flowing streams sounds in his words.
"He murmurs near the running brooks
A music sweeter than their own."
. (Poet t s .Epi taph)
Of the beautiful Highland Girl, Wordsworth exclaIms,
"Thou art to me but as a ..ave
Of the /wild sea." (To a Highland Girl)
Upon her he has no more claim than upon'a wave itself
which comes and goes at will on the ocean.
The loneliness of a cloud, remotely drifting this
way or that without purpose over the miles and miles of sky,

is comparable to Wordsworth feeling, as without end in view
or c'ompanion, he says,
"I wandered lonely- as a cloud'
That floats on high o'er vales and hills."
(;[ Wandere~, Lo"ely asa Cloud)
In the Nature of Charles Lamb, Wordsworth found'
"affections, warm as sunshine, free as air."
Death of Charles ~m~).

He

pere~lves

(Written After

t

the counterparts of

Lamb's humor and. wit in the elements as they frolic harmless. ly about the mountain tops.
"And a.~ round mountain-tops the lightning plays,
Thus innocently sported, breaking forth
As from a cloud of some grave sympathy,
Humor "and wild instinctive wit, and all
The vivid flashes of his spoken words."
(Written After the Death of
Charles LambJ
From the inaccessible heights of star above us,
we gain a conception of how infinitely far removed from the
selfishness and worldline,ss of the England of Wordsworth's
day was the lofty spirit of Milton.· We hear, also, the
kindred sound of his voice to the voice of the sea.
.

i

"Thy soul was like' a Star, and dwelt apart:
Thou hadst a voice whose sound was like the sea."
(London, 1802).
The illustrations seem sufficient to prove that,
to Wordsworth, Nature's characteristic qualities are reproduced in the qualities displayed by man, "the child who is
bone of her bone, and who inherits her for.J'Il and favor."
(Walter Raleigh, Wordswortb, p.189)
And this form of Nature's!

With what wonderful

. ,j

insight has Wordsworth conceived it, and presented it to us
so that we are at all times aware of the living personality
of Nature, and 'fIet al1V8.Ys distInctly conscious that Words"- ..,,~, . .
worth does not mean a human
features.

cb.aract~rwith

human shape and

Indeed, in addressing the Brook, he says emphatl-

cally:

*
*
I would not do
•
Like Grec ian Artis ts, glva thee human cheeks, .
Channe 1s . for tears, no Na 1ad should" s t thou be,Have neither limbs, feet, fe,atures, jOints nor
hair.s."
(Brook! Whose Society the Poet Seeks)

"

Throughout. his works, Wordsworth 1s consistent in regarding
Na ture a·s the Mother of Man and as his "prime' teacher" •
Yarrow Revisited,

In

he speaks of "parent Nature", and in

Expostulation and Reply, we hear Matthew say:
"You look round on your Mother Earth,
. As if she to no purpose bore you."
(EXP9stulatlon and Reply)
Therefore it is fitting that Nature, everywhere in his poems,
should disclose those same characteristic qualities whie-h a
human mother displays tm\Tard her child; and with that 'in.herent ,.',
fee ling of the unity be tween Man and Na ture, Wordsworth

endow8;~

our universal parent with fJrm and features which in the,
deepest imaginative sense correspond to those of a human
mother.
Because the relation of a mother to her chIld is
the tenderest, the most encompassing - in love - of all
human

relationships.~

Wordsworth ascribes to Nature those
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particular qualities and kindly attitudes which we look for in
a mother.

With gentle, brooding love, she watches over her

children, and when

~ll

is not well 'wIth them,

"Gentle Nature grieved.",

'(:Exours'ion, V, 975)

It is with the truest motherly in.tinct that when her child
is

hurt~

"Doubly pitying Natu:re loves' to show'r
Soft on his wounded heart her healing pow'r."
(Descriptive Sketches--Quarto 1793--Reprinted,
OX! ora: ed.)
She 1s "seif-respecting" WO,rosworth tells us in the sixth
book of

th~

Excursion, and becau8e she has been the wise mother

of countless generations of men, she is "venerable".

With

tender compassion, .
~ind

Nature keeps a heavenly door
Wide open for the scattered Poor."
(Devotional Incitements)

But more than mere ly to show pity, yrordsworth urges human 1 ty
to love "as Nature loves, the lonely Poor. fJ

(Highland Hut)

No human parent is more kindly indulgent than she; she gives
freely of her gifts to men.
"How bountiful is Nature! he shall find
Who seeks not; and to him who hath hot asked,
Large measures shall be dealt. n .
'.
(Excursion,_!!, 466)
yet the kindest mother must, at times, be stern.
So, when her child is willful or disobedient, Nature quickly
brings her displeasure to bear upon him for his awn good;

.

and when the occasion demands, she displays righteous Indlgna- ' j
tion.

,-

(:;.': ~...-..-

:

-.~

.... - '."~; ,.<-
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"But human vices have provok'4 the rod
Of angry Nature to·avenge her God."
(De'C-l'~tiveSketches--,lcluarto

. 0

,ora

ed ... J

'

1793--

Nature possesses a great, living frame, for- in the
poem, September,l819,

the poet tells us,

"For that'fram turbulence and heat
Pr,oceeds,from some uneasy seat
In Nature's struggling frame,
Some region of impatient life."
(September, 1819)
The countenance
ot Nabure Worcislforthmentlons agd.in and again,
..
but always with the

f~eling

,

that it is the embodiment of all
.

~
(

.

expressive, speaking aspec'"ts of ~ature,- never with the idea
that it is a human face.

* My
"Upon*the speaking

mind hath looked
face of earth and heaven
As her prime teacher."
(Prelude, V, 1S)

"And *common*face

The earth
of Nature spake to me
Rememberable things."
(Prelude, I, 587)

The poet tells ua that he is

*
•
" In Nature's

pleased to see
face the express~on of repose."
(To the Lady ·E-.B. and the' Hon. Miss

~.)

Another time, the very austerity of her expression stl'engtbenlJ'
him:
"Stern was the face of Nature: we rejoiced
In that stern countenance, tor our souls thence drew
A feeling of the ir strength." (Rec lUBe, I, 163)
We know that material eyea do not form a part of Nature's
features, but Wordsworth makes her personality more real abd
more easily grasped than otherwise, by the conception of those
features which he gives us.

Certainly we can better visua.lize ,"
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her countenance to ourselves when he tells us:
"As in the eye of Nature he has l!lved.
So in the eye of Ha ture let him die!,
(Old Cumberland Bei8a~)
And as we understand the power of 'the human eye to change

.

expression with varying moods', so do we appreciate the fact
I

'

tha t Nature. ,s eyes also manifest that same power.

* * Nature humbly joins the rite,
While ,flash her upward eyesse~e~ de l1.ght • "
(DescrIptive Sketcbes)

ft'

;

In To a Painter,

Wordsworth, wishing that the artist could

share wi th him "that inward eye"' says:
"Then, and then only, Painter! could thy Art
The viaudl powers o~ Nature sat~sfy,
Which hOld • .wha te t er to common sight appears,
Their sovereign empt,re in a 'f'd.t thful heart."
, (~o a Painter)
Nature speaks to man, her child, in a voice most
often persuasive and soothing, but at other times commanding
or threatening.

In the sixth book of the Ppelude, Wordsworth

mentions the tones of her voice:
"Where tones of Nature smoothed by learned Art,
May flow 1r. lasting current."
,
(Prelude, VI, 674)
Again. he says:
"Dread Power! whom peace and calmness serve
No less than Nature's threatening yoice."
-(An BV6n;ing of' 'plendor)
Nor is her language ,one in w1:tich difficult rules
must be mastered before Man can understand it.
sal language for all who care to read.

It is a univer-

The noblest aristocrat

has no advantage over the poores£., most 'ignorant peasant in
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this respect.

*
"Accords

*

And the strain of thought
with Nature's language --the soft voice
Of yon white torrent falling dpwn the rocks
Speaks, less distinctly, to the same effedt."
(Excursio~, VI, 523)
Our Mother Nature has the power. to smile, whfch

brings her immeasurably closer to us •
. "All Nature smiles and owns beneath her eyes
Her fields peculiar, and peculiar skies."
(Descriptive ~k~tches)
Her hands perform, with untiring devotion, the
mission of ·comforting that falls to the mate.rnal lot •

*

"

.

*

The gentler work begun
By Jature, softening and concealing,
And busy with a hand of healing."
.
(The White Doe of Rylstone)

And those same hands, which soothe and heal, also acc0lT1plish
more difficult tasks, for
"The stars are mansions bu:t:it by Nature's hand,
And, hapLy, there the spirits of the blest
Dwell, clothed in radi4nce"thelr immortal vest."
(The Stars are Mansions Built
01 Itt £1&6 ' strand) .

..

The power to breathe animates her might,. being.
Wordsworth,' in describing Peele Castle which stood in a
tranquil spot by the

s~a,

•

observed that neither sound nor

motion disturbed the perfect quiet of place save

,'-*
" Or merely

the moving tide, a breeze,
*
srlant Na ture 's brea thing life."
(Eleaiac Stanzas, sug§ested bI
~i ture ot p~ele Castle)

In another happy/hour, he says:

•
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"As

Universal Nature breathed
*
with the breath of' one sweet f'lower."
(Sequel to the 'Begsars')

Again the poet l ·• heart is fi'.led with unutterable peaoe at

*
*
the oalm
That Nature breathes among the hills and groves."
(Prelude, I, 280)

"

But it is the soul of Natupe, that "soul or beauty
and enduring Life", whioh surro\Ulds'man 's soul with its
"ennobling ha'rmony" and lifts it to exalted ,heights above
the "self-destroying, transitory things" of life.

It is that

which l1hks man's spirit to "the Soul of all the Worlds", and
through which humanity recovers f'rom its fever-ish restlessness,
its unquenchable thirst for power and wealth, and blends itself
with Nature.
"0 Soul of' Nature!::;.excellent and fair!
That didst rejoice with me, with whom I, to~,
Rejoiced through early youth..
(Prelude, XII, 93)
"Fr~m Nature and her overflowing soul,

I had reo6ived so much, ·that all my thoughts
Were steeped in feeling."
(Prelude, 11,397)

"Wisdom and Spirit. of the Universe!
Thou Soul, that art the Eternity of thought!
And giv'st to tnrms and images a breath
And everlasting motion, not in vain,
By day or star-light, thus from my first dawn
Of childhood didst thou intertwine for me
The passions that build up our human soul;"
(Inf luence of Na tura 1 Ob j ec ts )
Thus, wi th her soul enve loping and enriching his
own, Nature began the work of
man as "Earth' s

~ringing

Wordsworth to recognize

paramountcreature~,

"As long a8 he shall be the child of earth."
(Prelude, V, 25)

CHAPTER IV.

THE "OPEN SCHdor..s"4t*lllJ'MANlTY.

· The ~Open Sehoolstt-_ Huma~ity.

When Wo!'d#,wo!'th sough.t Natu!'$ t s soothln~t3QWer
to heal histrooubled heart and perplexed mind 7 the poet tells
us that g!'adua 11y hebeeame awa!'e of a
towaro Nature.

change

in 'his fee H:ng

.0

" **

Nature, destined to remain
long··
,It'oremost in my affections, had fallen. back
Into a second place, pleased to become
A handmaid to a'nobler than heroself."
(Proelude, XIV, 256)

His proedominant interoest now became Man, and in oroder to
Punderstandhumanityas a whole, Wordsworth first di;yaected his
attention to the study of the individual and the human mina.
For he realized that by Nature's unceasing training he was
now fitted to undertake the task.
"Long time in search of knowledge did I range
The fie ld of .human Tife, in heart and mind
Benighted; but the dawn beginning now
To roe~appeap, 'twas proved that not in vain
I had been taught t01"everence a Power
That Is the visible quality and shape
And image of right reason; that matures
Her processes by steadfast laws; gives birth
To no impatient or fallacious hopes,
No heat of passion or excessive, .zeal,

**
meekness,

**

**
exalts

*

but trains
To
and
by humble faith;
Holds up before the mind intoxicate
With present objects, and t~e busy dance
Of things that pass awa1.' a temperate show
Of objects that endure. t
(Prelude, XIII, 16)
And thus we find Wordsworth, at this time, seeking
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..

-

!l

,

-

,"

~.,

In man, and in the f·rame of soc ia 1 life,.
Whate'er there is desirable and good
Of kindred' permarience."
(Prelude,
L.'

Through the countless, vaple-d, educational pMJOesses .
which Nature employed to teach Wordsworth the unityexlS1ilng
between herself and man, the poet at last was ~~~e t~eomp~.
hend how Man's mind has the power to become. more.:wonder,ful
than the earth on which he lives.

As Wordsworth gradually

adjusted himself to calmness and reflection, Reason asserted
itself, and "clearest insight, amplitude of mind" resulted
from these conditions.

Therefore, it followed naturally that

"Thus ~oderated, thus composed, I found
Once more in Man an object of de light,
Of pure imagination, and of Love."
(Prelude, XIII, 48)
With convictions more sure than ever before, he renewed his
trust in Man's essential spiritual dignity and moral worth,
recognizing him as
"All-beholding Man, Earth's thoughtful lo~d."
(Excursion, VIII, 164)
l

Ambitious'schemes and pnojects for the betterment
of mankind no longer, as in his early manhood, occupied his
mind.

In these later years ,heaaw all things in their true

proportion, undistorted by fancy, and he was content to seek
the good in the here and

no~,building

on that his hopes for

future happiness.

*
*
* I sought
For present good in life t s·. familiar face,
And built thereon. my hopes ot good to come." \
(Prelude, XIII, 61)

4'5'.

Because Wordsworth felt that "the great city"
lacked many of the things which .OUr-e~ab le,hl~to get
{

nearer to other men, he tells us that

* Therefore did !turn
you,* ye pa thways, 'and lonely roads,
S6ught you enricbed with everythihg Igrr,zed,
With human kindnesses and simple joys.
(Pre Iud!, XIII, 116)

"To

~

Accordingly, Wordsworth wandered along the highways,
studying with loving, inquisitiveness, the people as they
passes "on the wi11dings of the public way."

Here ·in these

"open schools ~ he learned that a poet is truly fla man speak";
ing to men".

"We

On these roads he found that

*
* if we meet a face,
also meet a friend."
(Prelu~, XIII, 138)

He not ')nly studied those whom he met, but he stopped to
talk wi th them;

in these

conversatio~,he endeav()~ed

to

glean from the "fluxe,sand ref luxes " of their minds when
aroused by the "great and simple affectious" insiBht into"
the depth of their sou:J.s, that to the careless observer seeM'
1;:
,
~;";

to have no depth at all.

*
* When I began to enqUire,
To watch and question those I met, and speak
. Without reBerve to them, the lonely roads
Were open schools in which I daily r-ead
With most delight the passions of mankind,
Whether by words, lookS .. Sighs, or tears revealed;
There saw into the d~pth of human souls, .
Souls that appear to have no depth at all
To careless eyes."
(Prelude, XIII, 160)

tI

No vagrant lingering along the roadside was passe.
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unheeded by the poet.

In the mostanc1ent.. ,decrepit beggar,

he found qualities that made human nature a saeNd thing,
of his consideration and reverence.
wa~,

wort~

,

Each person whom he met

to Wordsworbh, anew and fase ina't1ng experience, and from

these exper4eneeshe learned lessons which he pl"6sents.to

USj

as his wisest teachings.
The Leech-satherer, old and poorest of the poor,
yet had that message to give Wordsworth, which moved him
profoundly, and proved a highest inspiration to hlm.

One

beautiful, i'1vigorating morning, with one of those sudden,
unaccountable changes that often come over us, Wordsworth was
reduced from a state of utter happiness, such as he h.8.d experienced as a boy, to the lowest depths of dejection.
"And fears and fancies ,thick upon me came,
Dim sadness -- and blind thoughts, I knew not,
nor cou Id name."
(Resoluti on and Independence.)
Although he felt as much "a happy ChIld of'earth" as the
\

singing skylark or the playful hare, a strange fQI)EJbodlng

,

crept over him that
~There

may come another day to ~e -Solitude, pain of heart, distress, and poverty."
(Resolution and Independence)

He was haunted by the wretched remembrance ,that
"We Poets in our youth begin in gladness,
But thereof corne in the end despondency and
madness."
(Resolution and Independence)
Wordsworth knew this fact to be only too true in the case of

the majority of poets; and while struggling with these·
"untoward thoughts",· he saW' an old, old. man,hls body noticeably
bent and twisted, standing propped· ag4lnst his long, gray
staff and gazing fixedly into the mudd, pond.
The sight
of this stranger promised n. . adventruPe
,
,

in the field of D.uman nature, and Wordsw()rth, alw!tys8ager as
a boy. in search of it, engaged· the ,Qld
versation.

r.eec~ ... gatherer

in con-

Skillfully directing his questions §o that he:could

lead the ancient man to speak of himself and his occupation,
Wordsworth was astonished to find his speech stately, as well
as courte:ous.
"With something of a lofty utterance drest -Choice word and measured. phrase, above the reach
Of ordinary man."
(Resolution and Independence)
The old man 'related hoW' f'rom, pond to pond he wandered over
the lonely moor in search of leeches, and how exhausting was
his task.

Yet, ihstead of complaining of his hard lot, he

expressed pride and thankfulness the, t, hy this labor and w1'th
God's help, he could ltve honestly.

Almost unabletopensuade

himself that he was not dreaming, Wordswortltl listened, and
as his own tr'oubled thoughts returned, he begged the Leechgatherer to repeat his words, by a.sking him again:
"HO'!l

is it that you live, and what is it you do?"
(Resolution and Independence)

-

Kindly, the aged man explained a second time how
he managed to live, and,

apparently undismayed by the fact

•
that leeches were fast disappearing, he added:
"Yet still I persevere, and find them where I may_"
,(Resolution and Independence)

-

In such philosophy,

1tordswo~th.

.

found the help he needed to

lift the distress from his own heart.

He was both ashamed'

and glad to discover such cheerful courage and'determination
in 'so infirm an old man;

and with scoI'n, now, for his fears,

he cried:
n~Gdd',

said I, 'be my help and stay secure;
I"ll think of the Leech-gatherer on the lonely moor!'"
•. (iesolution and Independence)

Although the unobserving, thoughtless person passed them by
unnoticed, these qualities which make' the human character
strong could not be hidden by age or poyeptYi

Wordsworth

was fast learning that "man was dear to man", and no matter
how humble, how decrepit a human creature might'be, he was

.

,

_ worthy of understanding

sym.p~th1 and~

genuine 'respect.

In the old Cumberland B6ggar, apparently a
"burthen of .earth",

Wordswo~th

also found a charact.er who

unconsciously influenced all with whom he

cam~

in contact.

The poet, remembered that, 'as a child, he had seen the
old

manl~'b~gging

po~

from door to door, and now" scarcely able

to wander about day a#ter day, the ancient creature seemed to
be of no use in the world,

whatever~

Yet to Wordsworth,

intent on his study of man, was revealed the fact that this
Beggar played a definite and very necessary part on earth.

',1.1

.11is feebl.eness moved the "sauntering Horseman"" to stop and
place his alms carefully in the old man's hat,~ instead of
thoughtlessly flinging them upon the ground as he "rode ,by:.
The woman who kept the toll-gate intet'rupted her work to
lift the la tch for the aged man; the post-bOJ, the village,t'S,
both young and old, performed

~i ttle

kind.ly deeds, "acts of

love" and pi ty., for the poor o.ld mendicant.

l"or this great

service which he rendered to m8.nkln(1. Woroswot'th blessed his
bowed and aged head. "

. *
"Behold

* The Villagers in him
a record which· togethet' binds
Past deeds and offices of charity
Else unremembered,and so keeps alive
The kindly mood in hearts which lapse of years, ,
And that half-wisdom, half-experience gives,
Make slow.to feel, and by sure steps resign
To selfishness and cold oblivious cares."
(Old Cumberland Beggar)
*

*

*

*

"Then let him' pass, a blessing on his head!
And while in that vast soli tude- to which
The tide of things has borne him, he appears
To breathe and live but for himself alone,
Unblamed, uninjured, let him bear about
The good whdch the benignant law of Heaven
Has hung around him; and while life iahis
Still let him prompt the unlettered villagers
To tender offices and pensive thoughts."
" (Old Cumberland Beggar)
As recompense, Wordsworth" desired that the freedom of
Na ture should be the old Beggar's while he lived -- the
freshness of the 1[,&11eY8, the sweep of the wind, the silence
of mountains, the music of birds, ana the light and warmth
of the sun.
<,~i·.,

"'_.-_~

.

<' -._.:.~ -~'~~"

"
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Thus we find that Wordsworth, through his

.

deferential interest and veneration for individuals such as
the

Leech-gathere~

and the old Cumbeniand Beggal', arrived

at that sympathetic comprehension

6~the

affections, joys,

and griefs of humanity which established inhiln a revert:mt
,

understandin~

of the inherent grandeur of

. The men, women,

~nd

~ll

,

'

human lIfe •

children that he describes

in his poems display tnosell'essential passions of the heart"
that are common to all men, and'are, therefore, natural
feelings;

Their lives refilect the human virtues, faults,

and emotions' to be found in the lives of men, and consequently Wordsworth really keeps the reader "in the company of flesh
and bloOd".
Thus, the instinct of mother-love, whether it be
manifested in an Indian mother or in a poor, mad, deserted
woman, is a pal~ble 'emotion 'which Wordsworth does not
attempt to expla'in'in elabor.ate phraseology, but whIch he !\l
accepts as unquestianably natural., Therefore, he presents
it .to us in simple' , natural language.
her

c1-~ild ha~'

In Her Eles are1'!"!ld,

given the mother something for which to ll1ve,

when ,the 'very foundations of ber reason are gone.
"Sweet babe! they say that I am mad,
But nay, my heart is far too glad;
To thee I know too much I owej
I cannot work thee any woe.

* am. fI
For I '*thy .own*dear mother
. (Her Eyes are Wild)
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And!n the l1ne,"Forthee bold as a lion I will be,.Jtthe
innate impulse of the mother-heart tcfprotectlts young is.
only one of the "essential passions'- eXpressed ;tn the most
unaffected way.
The unpapp;y mother in the. Thorn, deprived ofheJ'
child, and therefore of any 'lneentlve to strive fp:r happiness,
presents' the other side of the story -- desertion without
compensation.

In tJ?e desolate lI11lse1"'1

or \.rt~

Ray,we have

a straightforward portrayal of human misfortunes, trivial
though they may be

~o

the .world at large,

Martha's wretched-

ness instructs us how much of passion and of pain may lie in
suffering that 1s ordinary in the sense of not be ingextra·or~
dinary.

This is the poet thinking and feeling in the spirit

of the passions of mankind.

It is the poet writ1ng, not for

poets,alone, but for men.
The relationship between father and child also
came under Wordsworth's observation-in his study orman.
The Two April Mornings .dealsw1th the tragedy in the,ltfe
of Matthew, the old schoolmaster.

As Wordsworth and Matthew

walked together)n one exquisite April morning, when the
very charm and colorful beauty of the surroundtngs shOUld
have been conducive to joyousness, the poet was astonished
to hear Matthew sigh.
tr

He asked in surprise:

*
*.
What thought
Beneath so beautiful a sun
So sad a sigh has brought?".
(The Two April Mornings)

And the schoolmaster told him ot another April

mor~ing,

"of this the very brother", though ttf'ullthirtyyears
behind".

On th4tmorning, he had stood beside his daughter's

grave -"Nine summers had she scarcely s.en,
The pride of all 'the Vale;
And then she sang: - she would pave been
A very nightingale. It
(The Tw~ April Mornings)
This fa the human touch that makes Matthew akin to all
fathers,- his pride in the little firl who would, not might,
have been a mightingale, qe knew.
The Fountain relates another conversat,ion between
Wordsworth and Matthew, in which the poet offers to fill the
empty place in the old man's heart.
tI

,

'And, Ma tthew, for thy children dead
I'll be a son 'to theet'
At this he grasped my hand and said,
'Alast that cannot be. ,tt
(The Fountain)
Such, from his study o'f 'human na ture"

did

Wordsworth perceivetha natural relation between a father
and his child to be, that no outsider could possibly enter
into it, much as he might desire to do so'.
Everywhere in his poenrs dealing with human
nature, Wordsworth emphasizes the qualities of endurance and
fortitude which enabie man to go on performing the routine
tasks of daily life, even though sorrow has come to him.
Old !Pimothy, in The' Chlldle'8s Father, is an illustration of
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this factj and after the funeral of his last chi.ld, his
quiet res Igna tion. as he takes 'PP his sta'ff to go to the
chase, is but a ttpr-osa1sm"of life.

Mos t of

u~

knoW'

j~,st

such a Timothy as this one' /who

•

"Perhaps to h1tnseU at that moment said,
'The key I mus t . take, for my Ellen Is dead." .
But of this in my ear not a wOrd. did he speak,
And he we.nt to the chase wi thnlohte. on his 6heek."
(The Childless Fa thet')
In

~~!,

of domestic afi'ections.

Wordsworth portrays a yerfect range
Surely this poem speaks the "language

of men" and deals with the Simple, familiar incidents of' life.
Here,

ftt~e

elementary feelings are less under-

res~raint,

and

speak a more empba tic lang\lf):ge", indeed. . (Lyrical Ballads,
Preface, pO. 226).

For in the Introduction Wordsworth himself

says:

*

* having felt the power
Nature, by the gentleagenC7
Of natural objects, led me on to feel
For passion.s that were not my own, and think
(At random and· imperfectly indeed)
On man, the heart of man, and human life."
(Michael)

"Of

The exceedingly strong and tender love with
which Michael surrounded luke, - a love even greater than his.
deep affection for his old wife, because of the hopes he
cherished for his son's future,- his honest pride in his land,.
that eternal love ofpossesslons in man -- all these are but
feelings eXhibited by mankind everywhere today.

Though weighed

down by the sorrow of his son's disgrace., the dignity and

oourage of the old peasant mgst be ttfelt in the blood and
fe 1 t a long the heart

"or each on,of us.·

And in the midst of grief, Michael reallzet,i
the potency of love to help him:
"There is a comfort in thestrengtho'f l'ove.
'Twill make a thing endurable which 'e'lse' .
Would overset the brain, or break the heart ....."
•
. (JUcbael) ,
Neither, protesting against the heart-breaking
circumstanoes that caus,ed

th~

sorrowatld anguish in Michael's

life, nor attempting to smooth over the genuine tragedy of
the story in any way. Wordsworth tells the simple narrative
very simply.

Matthew, after a time:, took up the work on the

sheepfold again,

"

*

*

and as before,

P~rformed all kinds of labor for his sheep,

And for the land, his small inheritance."
(Miehael)
But before it was finished,' the old -man died; and years afterwards, when great changes took place' in the neighborhood,'
the great old oak tree that stood near Michael's cottage,
"boisterous qrook", an.d the unfinished sheepfold remained.
Among other "elementary feelings", fraternal,
attachment is one that always has existed and always will be
manifested as long a,s that relationship endures among men.
Wordsworth seems to reach the depth of brotherly affectian,
to comprehend the motives and feelings of the mariner in
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The Brothers

per-fectly.

Leonard and James had been "pais"

from boyhood, and were almost Inseparable.

Wh&n.thebrothers

were left destitute, Leonard went to seato seek}11efortune
for his brother's sake, and when af,tel' ,many years he ns able
to return, he found strange faces in the ,village,

~nq

,s1;,pange

"

graves in the churchyard.

Unrecognized, he questions the

village priest cautIously and timidly,

jus~as

persons do

when they spspect some disastroushappenlng and crave, yet
\

dread, to know the' truth.
stranger about the death

Theprlest told this apparent
df

the brother James who was left at

home after Leonard, the other boy, had se t ou t to sea.
"The stranger would have thanked him, ... ,but he,felt
A gushing from his heart, that took away
,
The power of sp$ech, Both left the spot in silence;
And Leonard, when they re~ched the churchyard gate,
As the Priest lifted up the latch, turned round, - "
And, looking at the ,grave, he said, liMy I}rother!'
The Vicar did not 'llA)a~ the words; and now
He pointed toward his dwelling plaee,entreating
That Leonard' would partake his homely fare;
The other thanked him with an earnest voice;,
But added, that, the evening being calm,
He would pursue his journey."
(The Brothers)
I felt particularly in reading this poem, that "the' feeling'
therein developed gives importance to the action and situation,
and not the action and situation to the feeling."

(Lyrical

Ballads, Preface, p. 230).
In h1.s ardent study of human nature, Wordsworth "
did not overlOOk children.

They also have human thoughts,

ways, and charactel"-istics whieh fascinated the poet; and
.although not always thoroughly at ease with children, Words ..
worth delighted to watch them and talk to them.
learn from them, he'

q~estioned

Eager to.

them endlessly, .and

gr~tefully

acknowledged the illumination their artl.ss l'epliE;lsbrought
to him.
In ,the Ode on Intimations of. Immortal! ty, Wordsworth expresses the belief that the child sees more clearly
than the man-- can read more truly "the eternal deep".

But

this "visionary gleam" fades as the caild grows older, and in
maturity it is entirely lost.
"But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home;
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades or the prison house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy,
But he beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy.

* the* Man *.perceives
* it die awal
At length
And fade into the light of common day.
(Ode on Intimations of Immortality)
In We Are Seven, Wordsworth relates his conversa-

tion.~with

a little girl which conflPmed and str.engthened tpe

belief set forth in the Ode.

On questioning the little maid

about her brothers and sisters, Wordsworth learned that she
had seven,"'And two of us at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea.
'Two of us in the churchyard be,
My sister and my brother;
'And in the churchyard cottage, I
Dwe 11 near tbe~. w1 th Iff1 _other. ' "
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With stupid insistence. Wordsworth 'argued with the child
that if two of them were dead. they were nolonge!" able to
~n

about with her,' and consequent1ythe!"e could only be

five brothers and sisters left.

In .vain he tried to move

the child to reason as he did., With rna tter*-of-fact certllinty,
she per*sisted in her* first statement.
"'But they ar*e dead; those two ar*e dead!
Their spir*lts ,ar*e in heaven!'
'Twas thl*?wing words away; for* still
The little Maid would have her will,
And said, 'Nay we are seven!'"
(We Are Seven)
To the little girl. the myster*y

death had brought no

.of

change in the numbel' of her* br*others and sisters,' and' therefore it presented

~o

difficulty to her mind as it did to

Wordsworth's adu1t'intel1igence.

She was not stubborn in

her refusal to admit that there wer*e only five of then left.
And, the

irnportanc~e

of this incident ctWor*dsworth lay in the

fact that it was, pel'*fectly cbvicus to her that they really
wer*e seven in-number •. Tc phe-pcet. this assurance seelned to
come fr*o~ something within the child. which he. because
his maturity. did not possess.

.of

He saw her as a child

"On whom those tl'*Uths do r*est,
Which we are toiling all cur* lives tcfind,
In darkness lost."
COde on Intimations of Immortality)
Another experiment

't~at

brcught interesting

r*esu1ts to Wordsworth was his conversation with a little boy •

.

~,'.-

"

..-.,:.~.-. ..,

'.:

- ....

five years old, the son

o~

his friend.

As the poet and the

child strolled about the grounds ot his hOJl)e,Wordswot'th
~.

idly asked the child,
"'Now tell me, had:~ou rather be,'
I said, and took him by the arm,
tOn Kilve 's sniooth,-' shore, by the green sea,
Or he~e at Liswyn farm?'"
(Anecdote For Fathers)
The child, with equal carelessness, answered:
It

'A t Kilve I'd rather be
Than here at Liswyn fll.l'm.' It
(Anecdote For Fathers)

To the little boy thill1fas an answer sufficient to close
the matter, but Wordsworth, eage.r to explore further the
6bild's reasons ,for such a reply, asked h'im why he preferred
to be at Kilve rather than at the farm.
reason ao all for his
. "'I cannot

,tell~

The boy, having no

preference,~rB:nklysaid,

I do notkri6w. ftt
(Anecdote For Fathers)

Nevertheless, the poet was determined to find out, and three
times he repeated his question, while little Eduard hungh:ls,
head, embarrassed and . unhappy •

Then as he lOOked up suddenly,.

his eyes rested on a br+lbt, gilded wea theT"'rs.ne on the roof
of the house.

Totally at a loss before for something to give

as his reason, the child immediately grasped at the weathercock as a tangible excuse, and now he readily offered
to . .
.
.
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Wordsworth.
"'At Kilve there was no weather-cock,'
And that's the reason why.'"
The lesson was obvious enough ·to Wordswo-rth, and he h'Umbl;r
.

-

-

-

~

'.

and thankfully took It·to·"heart.'.
"0 dearest, deares~.boy! my heart
For better lor&'~Ould seld~ yeaFn,
Could! but tea~h the h~ndredth .part
Of what 'from: thee I' learn. fJ
(Anecdote ron Fathers)
,

.

1.

.'

Wordsworth t S position as a poet is not to be
determined by the litera~y merit .of these P06inB-~"" He. did
not write them, nor do we read them for any beautyot "
expression or of style.

But they show how the poet proceeded

in his quest for knowledge and understanding of the human
mind; they show how, absolutely wIthout any system or means
\

other than his observations' of Nature and bis fellow-men,
and his own habits of introspection and reflection, he became
a psychologis t and. a I'hflosophica,l teacher.
Certainly no one will questi'Jn the differenc.e
~,

between the language of We A.re Seven and the
or the sonnet, It is a Beauteous Evening,

C~lm

for instatJe_ij:

and Free.

But

the very Simplicity of poems li·keWe Are Seven, or Anecdote

.

for Fathers,

has

something noble in it; and a truly sincere
'

style can, as the subject demands, be either childlike or
magnificient, just as a really noble nature may

~,

clothe4

in the garments otA peasant
poems which z-elate his

01'"

or an aristocrat •. These

exper1mentalob8e~rvatlon'

add que.s.tion ...

ing 'of living people are,:but labol"at.oryexerc 18es in wnich we
are permitted tontchWorcisworth work.

In the

poem~

It is

a Beauteous Evening, Calm. and Free, we have the essence of
a.ll that the poet di4tcovered in bis experiments with children
in its finished state',..- .' a marvelwslJ" perfs.ct· expression,
which is the consilmmatlon of the poet's observations combined
with exquisl tepoetic diction and forat.'
"Listen! the mighty Being is awake,
And doth wi th his eternal inotIon make
A sound like thunder -. everlastingly.
Dear Child! dear Girl! that walkest with me here,
If thou appear untouched by solemn thought,
Thy nature is not therefore less divine:
Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year;
And'worship'st at the Temple's inner shrine,
God being with thee when we know it not."
(It is a Beau te ous Even&ng, Ca 1m and ,1I'ree)
FDX!Dn 'his

study ot the ohildren; men, and women
"

who lived around him 1n the vale or passed him on the

~igb:way,

Wordsworth has pictured the trials, the emotions, the thoughtcs,.
and the characters that are common to us all.
the same feelings and actions today;

qualities of enduranc".~

perseverance, independence, courage, and kindness, and their
PPposites exist now as then; and love is still an eternal
instinct.

And so t repeat that Wordsworth did not write his

poetry for another poet Or for some sage philosopher, but for
those who "think and feel".

Brief17, then, we learn how

"
,

~

,,

.Wordsworth. baving been awakened to reverent love for
humani ty thnough his devout love of Nature. was led by her
to see that, in his pDoper environment of Nature. Man takes
his rightful place.

*
* .tood' Man,
"outwardly.
inwardly contemplated.

As, of al1'tis1ble natures, croWn, though born
Of dust. and kindred to the WOnB;'·~ Being.
Both in perception and discernment. first
In every capability of,rapture,
Through-the divine effect otpower and love;
As, more than anything we know. instinct
With godhead, and. by reason and by will,
Acknowledging dependency sublime."
(Prelude, VIII, 485)

CONCLUSlQ'!J.

Canclu-slon.

First wlthNa ture and

lat~r

with Man as his

teachers, during those, years tha t b:rought _t.. "phil()$opniea mind It, Wordsworth reached
It

*
tMl ths tha t wake,
To perish never."
'(Ode on Intimations of, Immortality) .

He found principles of happ1nsss and joy animating all
Nature, which Man, as a part of Wature,- her Child, indeed,may share.
"And 'tis my faith that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes.

* twigs
* spread
'*
The *budding
out their fani
To catch the b~eJY air;
And t must think, do all I can,
Tha t there is, pleasure theI'e. It
.
(Lil1es written 'in_Earll Spri,na)
And he attained at last,

"

*
'* to confident repose
In God; and reverence for the dust of Man."
(Excursion, VII, 1057)
. With a positive arid serene faith, which a

knowledge of human suffering and hardship could not shake,
he recognized that the controlling law of' the universe ia.
love -- that it is a God-maue law, ahd therefore, divine.

"Love. now. universal bi*th;
From heart tt» heart 1s stealing,
From earth flo man, from man to earth;
-- It is the hoUr of feelins*"
And from the blessed pwwer tba.:t.rolia·
About, 'belOw, above,
.',
Will~-'frame the measure of our soul.J
They shall be turned to love~"
.('1'0 ....MJ·Slst~r)

It is this law of love that jOins; ,in 'one great, continuous
chain, the infinitely great with the smallest things in

.

Nature,-- that holds the earth "constant to her sphere",
and at yhe same time makes the Primrose

clin~ing

to the

rock
"A lasting link in Nature' s- chain
From highest heaven let dOwn:"
(The Primrose on thelRock)
,
I. for one, feel that Wordsworth determinedly
- broke aw~y from mus ty, ordered ays tems of philosophy and
thought, to teach those thin!_ which, from his own

'\

exper~

ience, he knew would refresh and ennoble Man's soul.

And

with his teachings, WoNsworth "satisfies the heart;

he

inspires
eouraging

an4·~late8
vo~oe,

the thought".

With his ever en-

"he becomes to us more than a poet --

he is our guide, philosopher, and friend."

(Dawson,

I

Li terar! Leaders of Kodern

Engl~nd,

p. 59).

TrJ\lly, we

cannot offer him higher tribute than to,say he comes to us

,

.

.6.5.'-.

"J"ike the presence ot Nature herself", with the power
touch 'the depth
us

quiet~ess,

a~q

not the

t~lt

"to

of the soul', to give

strength, steadfastness, and.punpose.wbether

to do or to endure."

(Korley,

Inwod~tlon

to WorCl,swo:rth t s

Poetical Works, p. 16)
"To know him is to learn courage; to walle with him 1s to'
feel the vlsitings of a larger,ptl'rter air, and the peace
of an unfathomable

sky.~

(Raleigh, Wordsworth, p. 228)
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